
AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week On e: Th ema tic  In tro d uc tio n  

 
Except for a handful of its chapters, the book of Numbers is infrequently studied by Christians. 
In part, this is because much of it appears at first glance to be rather dry reading: census tables, 
details of ceremonial procedures, travel itineraries involving obscure geographical references, 
and the like.  And then, as we shall discuss below, the clearest lessons in the book are not 
designed to appeal to our fleshly natures.  But, like very book of the Bible, Numbers can meet 
important needs in our relationship with God. 
 
Numbers is the fourth of the block of five books that open the Bible, written down by Moses and 
called by the J ews the "Torah", the Law.  Besides containing extensive historical detail and 
important character studies, each of these books also describes a particularly important step in 
the developing relationship of God with his people Israel.  To oversimplify just a bit, in Genesis 
God chooses his people, in Exodus God redeems his people, in Leviticus God sanctifies his 
people, in Numbers God directs his people, and in D euteronomy God teaches his people.  In our 
study of Numbers, therefore, we are primarily looking for lessons about how God directs us, and 
about our response to that direction.  In other words, the book of Numbers is largely concerned 
with obedience and disobedience. 
 
The concept of obedience to God is not usually popular with humans (in any era), and it is often 
confused with obedience to human leaders;  but as Numbers demonstrates in several ways, it is 
vital to our spiritual health.  None of us has the perspective, the judgment, or the wisdom to do a 
good job of running our own lives or of feeding our own souls.  But God not only has all of these 
qualities in super-abundance, he also has a deep concern and compassion for us, and this ensures 
that he will always lead us and guide us in the best possible path for our spiritual health.  
Numbers shows us repeatedly that disobeying God leads to pain, frustration, and death, but that 
obeying God leads to joy, peace, and life. 
 
A characteristic passage is Numbers 9 :15-23, describing God's careful direction of the Israelites 
during their journeying in the desert.  God directed them through a cloud that appeared above the 
tabernacle, giving them a visible (yet not entirely tangible) sign of his presence and authority.  At 
night, this cloud looked like fire, to be seen better.  Whenever the cloud moved, the people 
would understand this as God's direction to proceed, and "at the Lord's command" they would set 
off and follow it.  If the cloud did not move, even for a long time, they would "obey the Lord's 
order" and remain in the same place.  This illustrates the basics of God's direction: he does send 
us direction that we can perceive, although not necessarily in a completely tangible form, and his 
direction is sometimes active (go there) and sometimes restrictive (stay here).  We shall see these 
themes developed as we survey the book of Numbers. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Tw o : Overview  &  Outl in e o f  Numbers 

 
The book of Numbers opens with a census of Israel, taken by Moses, just over a year after God 
delivered his people out of Egypt.  It is, in fact, from this census that the book gets its name.  
Then, in chapter 26, another census is taken, of a new generation, years later.  Numbers spans the 
period between these two generation of Israelites: the generation that left Egypt, which was 
prohibited from entering the Promised Land because of disobedience, and the next generation 
(their children), who after years of wandering were made ready to enter Canaan.  The one 
generation had seen God's power displayed in miraculous ways, and had seen with their own 
eyes the fulfillment of their deepest hopes and needs, and yet their hearts were too hard and their 
eyes too blind to appreciate what God was doing.  The second generation grew up in the desert, 
knowing the Exodus and the Passover through second-hand accounts, or through vague 
childhood memories - but this was the generation that God purged and brought into the Promised 
Land. 
 
The book of Numbers tells us why this came to pass, and it does so largely in terms of the main 
themes of obedience and disobedience.  Here is a more detailed outline of Numbers: 
 
After the census (chapter 1), the people are given direction, according to tribes, on organization 
and worship responsibilities (chapters 2-4), and then a series of commands and rituals to prepare 
them for the Promised Land (5:1-10:10).  They set out from Sinai for a triumphal procession 
towards the Promised Land (10:11-36), but ominous signs arise, including complaining and 
personal rivalries (chapters 11-12).  In a crucial series of events, the people send spies into 
Canaan, who bring back their report (chapter 13), but the community is fearful, and will not go 
into the Promised Land as God commanded, so the Israelites are sentenced to wander in the 
desert until the present generation of complainers and rebels has died out (chapter 14).  Life must 
go on, and a new series of directives is given (chapter 15), followed by an outbreak of open 
revolt against Moses and Aaron (chapters 16-17).  More laws are given about priesthood and 
cleansings (chapters 18 -19 ).  Then comes the final series of tumults that completed the purging 
of the old generation: Miriam and Aaron die (20:1, 20:22-29 ), another bitter confrontation 
between the people and Moses results in Moses being prohibited from entering the Promised 
Land (20:2-13), the Israelites have conflicts with several surrounding peoples (20:14-21, 21:1-4, 
21:10-35), and yet another outbreak of complaining results in poisonous snakes striking down 
many of the people (21:4-9 ).  D etermined not to be conquered by the Israelites, the Moabites hire 
Balaam to curse and deceive Israel, with partial success, and a plague completes the purging of 
the old generation (chapters 22-25).  After the second census (chapter 26), and instructions about 
inheritance (27:1-11), J oshua is appointed to succeed Moses (27:12-23).  God then reviews for a 
new generation the laws about offerings, holy days, and vows (chapters 28 -30).  At God's 
command, vengeance is taken on the Midianites (chapter 31).  The two Transjordan tribes are 
allotted their land (chapter 32).  The book closes with a review of the steps of Israel's journey 
(chapter 33), the boundaries of their land in Canaan (chapter 34), and further instructions about 
inheritances (chapters 35-36). 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Th ree: Th e First Cen sus (Numbers 1 ) 

 
As soon as the reader begins the book of Numbers, he or she is faced with a lengthy passage of 
apparently little motivational or practical usefulness: a description of the taking of a census, 
followed by the numerical results of that census.  Even many Christians conclude that this type 
of material is not deserving of one's attention, and this and many similar passages of the Old 
Testament often remain unread in most believers' Bibles.  But we should always remind 
ourselves that any passage in the Bible was put there by the Holy Spirit, who always has a good 
reason for everything that he does.  The same is true of the many Old Testament genealogies, 
geographical details, detailed descriptions of rituals, and the like.   
 
Whenever we encounter such apparently "boring" passages, rather than ignoring them, we ought 
instead to ask ourselves, why did God include this in the Bible?   What purpose does it serve?   
What is he trying to teach?   What spiritual principle is involved?   There are many other 
genealogies, tables, and so forth, written during the same period, which are not included in the 
actual Bible - those passages that the Holy Spirit placed in the inspired Scriptures were placed 
there because they have a lasting significance to any generation of God's people.  Asking the 
right questions can be akin to solving a mystery, and if we are willing to make the effort, we 
usually find not only that there reasons there if we look for them, we also find that the very 
process of searching for God's purpose can develop spiritual perspective.  As we proceed through 
Numbers, we shall encounter several of these types of passages, and shall point out some of the 
most significant purposes they serve.  Y ou will do yourself a favor if you do not stop there, and 
if you use these as examples to help you get more out of the rest of the Old Testament. 
 
Numbers 1 includes God's instruction to Moses to take a census, followed by a list of men who 
oversaw the census in their tribes, and a special explanation of the Levites' position.  This 
material serves several purposes.  First, they define the dimensions of the Exodus, confirming the 
vast size of the community in the desert.  This testifies to God's power in bringing them out 
safely, and it also serves several practical purposes.  For example, when the second census was 
taken years later, the community was almost exactly the same size, despite frequent plagues and 
other disasters, testifying to God's Providence in caring for and maintaining such a large group 
for forty years.  Also, the mentioning of specific names (done even more extensively in the 
second census) grounds the Exodus in history, by referring back to specific individuals who 
participated in the events described in the book, thus demonstrating that the events of Exodus, 
Leviticus, and Numbers were not myths or legends, but that they happened to real human beings.  
Finally, the J ews' general practice of maintaining careful genealogical records emphasized the 
continuity of God's promises, as they were fulfilled and passed along from one generation to the 
next.  With these in mind, see if you can also think of additional reasons why the Spirit included 
subjects like this census in the holy Scriptures. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERSƒ  

 
Week Fo ur: Th e Tribes o f  Isra el  (Numbers 2 -4 ) 

 
As we continue through Numbers, we find these next three chapters also filled with very detailed 
instructions.  Chapter 2 outlines the way that God wanted the tribes to arrange themselves in the 
camp.  Chapter 3 discusses the special identity and responsibility of the tribe of Levi, and 
describes the separate census taken of that tribe.  Chapter 4 details the specific responsibilities of 
the different Levite families.  Once again, these chapters have a message for Christians, and we 
should ask ourselves why these directives were preserved in Holy Scripture, and what timeless 
truths the Holy Spirit saw in all of these now (seemingly) trivial details.  If we consider them 
from the right perspective, there are a number of worthwhile lessons in these chapters, some 
rather obvious and some more subtle. 
 
One prominent theme is the emphasis on organizing the community in an orderly and responsible 
fashion.  This aspect of God's character has never changed.  When the Corinthians indulged 
themselves in a disorganized and flesh-pleasing form of "worship", they were reproved by the 
apostle Paul, for example: "God is not a disorder but a God of peace" and "Everything must be 
done in a fitting and orderly way" (1 Corinthians 14:33, 40).  He also told them that they were 
childish (verse 20).  This is hardly an arbitrary attitude on God's part.  His insistence that our 
service and worship be fitting, reverent, and disciplined is important for our own spiritual 
growth.  God desires us to serve in ways that do not please our own flesh, but that both glorify 
him and edify others, as Paul also said, "everyone who prophesies speaks to men for their 
strengthening, encouragement, and comfort" (verse 3) and "try to excel in gifts that build up the 
church" (verse 12).  Likewise, in Numbers, God's careful description of the arrangement of the 
camp and of the various worship responsibilities was hardly done to oppress the Israelites with 
rules to stifle their spiritual fervor.  Rather, by establishing orderly procedures, God taught them 
to restrain and discipline their flesh so that he could then have their hearts and souls. 
 
Another, perhaps less obvious, principle in these chapters is God's way of giving everyone 
among his people his or her own identity and responsibility.  In the Israelite community in the 
desert, there were warriors and priests, there were those who tended animals and those with 
worship responsibilities.  Within each family, young and old, husband and wife all held 
important responsibilities, as indicated in many passages of the law.  No one person was more 
important or less important to God than any other.  Like the Israelites, the church of J esus Christ 
is a small community in the desert - in our case, a desert of sin, materialism, and folly.  God has 
given each believer his or her own ministry, and each ministry is important.  In ancient Israel, a 
non-Levite had no business complaining because he could not be a priest, and a Levite was not 
expected to resent his extra responsibilities.  So too, none of us has any excuse to resent our role, 
whether because we wanted something easier, because we wanted something more prominent, or 
for any other reason.  We must each learn to rejoice in the identity which has been defined for us 
by the Scriptures and by the Holy Spirit. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Five: Purity (Numbers 5-6) 

 
Purity, also referred to as cleanness, is one of the fundamental concepts in the Old Testament, 
and in the Levitical ministry.  In Numbers 5©6, several aspects of purity are emphasized, which 
go along with the many similar teachings in Leviticus.  Purity is just as vital in Christianity as it 
was in Israel, and Christians would do well to study the purity laws, and to ponder their meaning 
for the church.  While we are not expected to follow the letter of most of these Levitical 
directives, we most certainly are going to be held to the same exacting spiritual standard of 
cleanness and purity.  If anything, we have even less excuse for taking liberties with our bodies 
and thoughts than did the Israelites.  The New Testament describes those who deliberately sin 
after becoming Christians as "treating as an unholy thing the blood of the covenant", and 
"trampling the Son of God underfoot" (Hebrews 10:26).  So, in our relief that we do not have to 
follow to the letter the instructions in books such as Numbers, we ought not to neglect to search 
these passages for the spiritual principles that still hold true. 
 
For example, Numbers 5 gives several instructions intended to stop individual impurity or 
uncleanness from affecting the whole camp.  This same principle has important applications, 
sometimes with differing particulars, in New Testament Christianity.  Verses 1-4 (an addendum 
to the more detailed instructions in Leviticus) indicate certain forms of physical uncleanness for 
which an individual must leave the camp, to protect the purity of all.  Then, instructions are 
given for making restitution when one person has damaged the property or animals of another 
(5:5-10).  The wrongdoer must repay the damage plus an extra 20% - not because God is 
extremely concerned with material goods, but to see that the wrongdoer demonstrates 
repentance, and that stealing and other sins should not spread.  Finally, there are the directions - 
seen by many modern readers as highly anachronistic - on dealing with the suspected infidelity 
of a spouse (5:11-31).  Looking beyond the involved details of the procedure, we see God's 
concern for marital and sexual purity, and his desire that these be taken seriously by all, with the 
impure marked as guilty and dealt with firmly.  Regardless of the pathetic rationalizations with 
which pagans convince themselves that sexual purity is unimportant, God will never think this, 
and Christians ought also to appreciate how important this type of purity is to God. 
 
Chapter 6 goes on to consider the very specific case of Israelites who made Nazirite vows (6:1-
21), that is, vows of giving one's body to God for a designated period.  Nazirites could not, for 
example, cut their hair or drink fermented beverages.  The chapter covers these restrictions and 
also the sacrifices that must be made if for any reason the conditions of the vow are involuntarily 
broken.  This is an illustration of how seriously God expects us to take our vows.  As Scripture 
says elsewhere, "When you make a vow, do not delay in fulfilling it.  He has no pleasure in 
fools, fulfill your vow. ... And do not protest ... `my vow was a mistake'" (Ecclesiastes 5:4,6).  
And as Christians, we have vowed our body and soul to God - a vow not to be broken without 
severe consequences for our souls.  But if we fulfill this vow to Christ, God promises blessing 
(6:22-27): God will bless us, keep us, shine his glory on us, and give us grace. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Six : The Tabernac l e &  the Lev ites (Numbers 7 -8 ) 

 
To the I sraelites in the desert, the tabernacle was significant for several reasons, and most of all 
because it was a visible reminder of God's presence.  And within the Most H oly Place of the 
tabernacle, God actually made himself present.  The ministry within the tabernacle was 
conducted by priests and other Levites, who were set apart to make this their life's work.  
Numbers 7 gives us an extended account of the dedication of the tabernacle, and in the following 
chapter, after the final step of setting up the lamps (8:1-4), the Levites are set apart, purified, and 
consecrated for their ministry in the tabernacle (8:5-26).  Once again, we shall find that 
Christians need not follow these same literal procedures, but that they nevertheless are indicative 
of important spiritual principles that are of great, timeless importance. 
 
Most of chapter 7 consists of an exhaustive description of the offerings brought by each tribe at 
the dedication of the tabernacle.  I n fact, verses 12-83 consist essentially of the same exact 
description of these offerings, repeated twelve times (the tribe of Levi did not bring an offering, 
but - as was the usual procedure - each of the two half-tribes of Joseph brought a full offering, to 
keep the number at twelve), with only the names being different, since each tribe brought an 
identical offering.  At the end of the chapter, for emphasis, is given the total numbers of all the 
gold, objects, and sacrificial animals brought by the tribes.  The sum of these offerings 
represented an enormous amount of wealth, and the repetition in this chapter helps to emphasiz e 
the group and individual commitment to God.  By describing separately each tribe's offering, and 
indicating the expense involved, God emphasiz es the sacrifice and devotion that was called for 
on the part of each I sraelite.  This is a lesson we also strive to apply in the church.  E ach family 
and each member in the church of Christ has a ministry and a purpose, and if even one part does 
not do its work, the body is not at full health.  New Testament Scriptures such as 1 Corinthians 
12:12-26 and E phesians 4:7-16 remind us of how important this is in Christianity. 
 
I n chapter 8, we see the Levites set apart and readied for their ministry.  I n the previous book of 
Leviticus, Aaron and his sons were purified and consecrated as priests, so the difference here is 
that now it is time for all of the Levites to be readied for ministry.  Sacrifices, washing, and a 
formal presentation to God were all part of the procedure.  Once again we see God's emphasis on 
both group and individual ministry and responsibility.  Aaron was the high priest, and his sons 
the first priests, but in the ministry of the tabernacle every Levite had an important responsibility.  
From Aaron the high priest, to the humblest Levite who was responsible only for the smallest 
detail of the tabernacle's contents, none was unimportant, and none could forego his 
responsibilities without negative consequences to the community.  Once again, we are reminded 
that in the church we too must learn to develop this awareness.  No Christian is unimportant, and 
there is no believer for whom God has not prepared a ministry.  I t is our responsibility to seek to 
learn God's will and to allow him to use us in building up the body, in whichever way he has 
willed. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Sev en: G od 's Presenc e (Numbers 9 :1 -1 0 :1 0 ) 

 
These verses will conclude the account of God's preparations of his people, and beginning in 
Numbers 10:11 they will set out, for what was meant to be their entry into and settlement of the 
Promised Land.  Above all else, this passage emphasiz es the presence of God.  An awareness of 
God's presence was as vital to the I sraelites as it is to Christians today.  When we live with the 
understanding that God is with us, in a real sense and not just in a metaphorical one, this 
strengthens our hearts and puts life into our service to God.  But those who lose the awareness of 
God's nearness and his constant care will soon either fall into serving God only to gain glory or 
pleasure for themselves, or will become outright disobedient to God. 
 
As the I sraelites began the second year of their independence, God called them to observe the 
Passover (9:1-14), just as they had done a year earlier.  This time it was not because the angel of 
death was coming to strike down all unprotected firstborn, but as a reminder of their earlier 
deliverance and of spiritual reality in general.  The Passover in E gypt called for real faith, the 
belief in the unseen, and as the Passover was established as a permanent Jewish custom, one 
purpose it served was to be a constant reminder of this. 
 
The following passage is a key one in Numbers.  The cloud by which God guided his people 
(9:15-23) was a constant reminder of both God's presence and God's authority.  By directly 
leading his people through the cloud (which at night looked like fire), God made sure that the 
I sraelites always remembered that he was with them, that he knew what to do, and knew where 
they should go.  At the same time, he emphatically reminded them that he was in control, and 
that they had only one good option, that of following where he led them.  I t is always important 
to remember that these two sides of God go together.  I t is unhealthy to know only God's 
authority and not his love - to understand Christianity (or to teach it to others) as only a set of 
rules and commands.  And it is equally unhealthy to see only God's care and protection of us, 
without giving him the glory, respect, and obedience that are rightfully his.  God's nature cannot 
be separated and divided to please the whims of our flesh. 
 
The establishment of the trumpets as a signal to assemble (10:1-10) is also a reminder of similar 
principles.  First, like the cloud in the previous chapter, this instilled in the people the instinct to 
respond to God's presence and God's word, in this case by assembling.  Then also, instituting a 
clear and memorable signal for the people to assemble impressed upon them that there was 
something significant to those occasions on which God's people assembled together.  Christians 
would do well to re-learn this lesson.  While it is true and good to remember that, in some sense, 
much of what we do in our daily lives can genuinely be considered "worship", it is also true, and 
important, to remember that in biblical Christianity (as opposed, perhaps, to some man-made 
imitations of the truth) there are special reasons and important purposes for Christian worship 
assemblies, and that these are indeed special occasions to God. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Eight: Leav ing Sinai (Numbers 1 0 :1 1 -36) 

 
With the preparations completed, the I sraelites now left Mount Sinai and set out for what was to 
have been their final approach into the Promised Land.  Numbers 10 describes for us God's 
command to leave, the arrangement and marching plan for the camp, Moses' exhortation to his 
brother-in-law, asking him to come with the I sraelites, and the position of the ark at the front of 
the procession.  All of these details may seem at first to be minor, but when considered carefully 
they provide useful lessons for today's believers. 
 
Just as we were told in chapter 9, the initiative to set out from Sinai came "at the Lord's 
command" (verse 13).  The camp moved according to a plan, with the people arranged by 
divisions and then by tribes.  One division acted as a rearguard (verse 25), that is, it was on alert 
and ready to defend the rest of the people should there be a surprise attack.  The entire 
arrangement had already been outlined in chapter 2, and was now being put into practice.  This 
illustrates two principles for us: first, that once again the people followed God's commands 
closely, first learning his teachings and then applying them; and second, that God had arranged 
the people in the best way for their mutual progress and protection.  Notice in particular the need 
for God's people to protect each other.  We also have enemies (though not, perhaps, military 
ones) waiting to attack us, and we are much stronger when we stand together. 
 
As they began, Moses decided to persuade his brother-in-law H obab to come along (verses 29-
32).  Moses knew that the desert-dwelling Midianite would be a valuable scout and assistant, and 
eventually persuaded him to come (verse 33, and see also Judges 1:16).  As a good leader should 
be, Moses was always aware of any resource that God had provided him.  And he knew that the 
valuable skills and abilities that every human possesses are always best used in serving God. 
 
The procession was led by the ark itself (verses 33-36), the visible sign of God's presence.  More 
than a mere symbol, it was a visible reminder of the need to rely on God and to obey him.  This 
awareness was reinforced by Moses' proclamations, quoted in verses 35-36, which he repeated 
each time the ark set out or was brought to rest.  God used the ark throughout I srael's history to 
remind them of his presence, and at various times, whenever the people forgot the solemnity and 
self-control appropriate for handling such an object, God would send a drastic reminder.  We 
also must remember always to show the proper respect for God's presence.  While we do not 
have a physical object on which to focus our attention, we have the Spirit living in us and among 
us.  Through him, we have an even more personal and vital manifestation of God's presence, and 
we shall do well if we live and worship accordingly. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Nine: Danger Signs (Numbers 1 1 -1 2 ) 

 
The I sraelites set off confidently and obediently on their way to the Promised Land, but it did not 
take long for problems to arise.  Several problems soon arose, and although God resolved them, 
they revealed an ominous undercurrent of faithlessness.  When we see the disastrous occurrences 
of chapters 14©15, and then look back at the outbreaks of grumbling, selfishness, and 
divisiveness in chapters 11©12, it is easy to see the connection.  These events give us a sobering 
warning that even apparently minor spiritual disorders can be the prelude to a disaster. 
 
The first difficulty was an outbreak of simple complaining about the difficulties of travelling 
through the desert (11:1-3).  God's punishment - fire consumed some outskirts of the camp - may 
seem unduly harsh, but God knew that it was only the beginning of serious problems, to be 
stopped at once if possible.  At this time, complaining was the worst possible sin in which the 
people could have indulged.  For God's plan to succeed, for him to bring the I sraelites into the 
Promised Land, it was vital that they be thankful, that they be aware of their blessings, and that 
they be looking ahead to what was coming, rather than looking backwards at their status in 
E gypt.  Unfortunately, despite God's discipline, they thought more and more about what they had 
left behind, and grew even less appreciative for the deliverance God had given them. 
 
The complaining grew worse, with the people openly expressing a preference for their way of 
life in E gypt (11:4-15).  I n their self-centered folly, they forgot their former misery and slavery.  
Their memories were distorted by short-term hardships.  Further, they lost their gratitude for the 
manna which God miraculously provided them in the desert, and began to despise it.  They 
wanted something different - not because their bodies needed it, but merely to satisfy fleshly 
desires.  I n his compassion, God provided them quail, so that they could eat meat (11:16-32).  At 
the same time, though, he disciplined them for their faithlessness (11:33-35).  I n just the same 
way, Christians can look back longingly at the sinful practices that they had to "sacrifice", and 
can downplay or demean the wondrous blessings that God gives his people.  The experience of 
these thankless I sraelites is a powerful reminder for us not to indulge in such lunacy. 
 
An even more disturbing development occurred when Aaron and Miriam decided to oppose their 
brother Moses (chapter 12), apparently feeling that God was unjust in arbitrarily giving Moses 
the most visible position of leadership.  I n his humility, Moses said little, and allowed God to 
answer them and punish them.  Miriam's punishment was particularly harsh, as she became 
leprous and was forced outside the camp for seven days.  Squabbling and competing over 
leadership and authority is selfish, worldly, ungodly, ignorant, and unnecessary.  Leave it to the 
pagans.  There is not a person on earth who has a genuine claim to any authority over any other 
being, aside from that which God has ordained, and which should thus be received with the 
utmost humility.  That even such eminent persons as Aaron and Miriam had so badly lost sight of 
the purpose of their journey was a sign of coming disaster.  We must learn to head off similar 
danger signs in the church as soon as they occur. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Ten: Ex pl oring the Promised  Land  (Numbers 1 3) 

 
Though the I sraelites have proven less than abundantly thankful to God, in his compassion he is 
now ready to lead them into the Promised Land.  I n Numbers 13, they are told to send a small 
group to explore the land, to bring back a report to the community, which in turn will prepare 
them for what they would need to do when they entered.  One leader from each tribe made the 
expedition, and they were to report on the land itself and also on its inhabitants.  As we already 
know, the scouts will bring back a mixed report, which will lead ultimately to the people 
deciding not to go into Canaan. 
 
We should first consider the wisdom of God's plan in having them send scouts ahead of them 
(verses 11-25).  God always wishes his people to be aware of what they face when they make the 
decision to follow him.  While no human can ever or should ever know everything that will 
happen in the future course of his or her life, God still communicated to us clearly the benefits 
and the kinds of challenges that lie ahead for anyone who chooses to follow him.  Just as the 
explorers found a land overflowing with natural beauty and bounty, the Christian life is filled 
with spiritual blessings.  Just as the scouts found a formidable-looking people already inhabiting 
the land, and who would thus need to be defeated before the I sraelites could claim their 
inheritance, so too as Christians we must face the aggressive claims on our lives made by the 
world and by Satan himself.  We must overcome them if we wish to enjoy the spiritual feast God 
has prepared for us.  I t is greatly to God's credit that he wishes us to know both sides of the 
situation, and does not cover up any part of the truth.  H is love and truthfulness are more 
powerful than his desire to see his own will done.  Just as the I sraelites had the choice to reject 
God's inheritance, many would-be Christians turn back when they see what it will cost them.  I n 
both cases, God is hurt and disappointed, but he will not take away our free-will, nor will he lie 
or manipulate us in order to make us do as he wishes. 
 
On hearing the report in all its truth, the people had a decision to make (verses 26-33).  The land 
seemed to be even more desirable than God had led them to believe, but it also seemed more 
difficult to take than they had expected.  Christians are faced with this same type of decision 
every day.  We must constantly decide whether spiritual goals are worthy of fleshly sacrifice.  I n 
most of these cases, when we analyz e the problem from a legal or philosophical viewpoint, the 
decision is extremely difficult to make.  What we must thus remember is to seek and follow 
God's will.  H is will overrides all question of what might be more beneficial for us, of what 
would be easiest for us, of what makes rational sense, or any other such consideration.  When 
Caleb said "we should go up and take possession of the land, for we can certainly do it" (verse 
30), he was by no means making an evaluation based on a careful analysis of strategic and 
tactical concerns, but was making a simple observation that, because God had told them to do it, 
this automatically meant that it could, and should, be done. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week El ev en: The G reat Rebel l ion &  its Af termath (Numbers 1 4 -1 5) 

 
Upon hearing the report of the scouts, the people were faced with a difficult decision - and they 
made the wrong choice, with fearful consequences for years to come.  This kind of crossroads 
arises every so often, both in the ministries of congregations and in the individual lives of 
believers.  The I sraelites had to choose whether to pursue the path that God had clearly indicated, 
and thus accept the risk involved, or to follow an apparently safer path, but one contrary to God's 
will.  H ere in Numbers 14, the situation also did not allow for an indefinite postponement of a 
decision, but called for the people quickly to choose.  For this was not a case in which they 
needed time to seek and determine God's will.  For on this occasion, God had clearly and 
unambiguously told them that it was time to take possession of their inheritance. 
 
Their decision was indeed soon made, but wrongly.  The vast majority of the I sraelites voiced a 
strong preference for overthrowing Moses, choosing new leaders, and returning to slavery in 
E gypt (14:1-10).  Their false sense of security in a place and condition that was unpleasant, but 
familiar, proved stronger to them than God's promise of future blessing and protection.  As the 
fleshly do in any age, these short-sighted and small-minded I sraelites could not distinguish true 
security from false security, God's promises from worldly desires, or true leadership from 
irresponsible rabble-rousing.  As the laz y and cowardly do in any age, they fled from 
responsibility and rationaliz ed it to themselves.  H earing their ridiculous reasons for rejecting the 
Promised Land, it is easy to see why God was so angry with them - he nearly destroyed them all 
except for a faithful few (14:11-25) - but it is also easy to see the same weak excuses and 
worldly perspectives that are at times present even among God's own people. 
 
Although God did not destroy them, their punishment was severe.  For forty years they would 
wander aimlessly in the desert, until every adult who had ignorantly clamored for a return to 
E gypt had died.  Then the Promised Land would be inherited by a new generation (14:26-38).  
Further, even though the near-unanimous opinion of the community was in favor of rejecting 
God's will, they soon found that, to continue to survive, they must after all live in obedience, 
without even receiving the blessings they had so rashly rejected.  For when they tried to take the 
Promised Land after all, on their own terms, they were dealt a humiliating defeat (14:39-45).  
And Numbers 15 shows us that, far from escaping the challenge of living as God commanded, 
their only choice was to continue to live in submission to his will.  After the rebellion, God gave 
new regulations on supplementary offerings (15:1-21), sin offerings (15:22-31), the Sabbath Day 
(15:32-36), and garments (15:37-41).  God is not being harsh, but rather illustrating that when 
humans insist on acting in an immature fashion, refusing to follow his will unless there is 
absolutely no choice, then it is necessary for God to treat them accordingly.  And even as he gave 
them these additional regulations, the full fruits of which they themselves would never taste, he 
was thinking of a new, more obedient generation (see, for example, verses 2 and 18), to whom he 
would give the blessings he now found it necessary to defer. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twel v e: More Rebel l ion (Numbers 1 6-1 7 ) 

 
The great rebellion described in Numbers 14 was not, unfortunately, the end of the turmoil in the 
I sraelite camp.  A new series of open rebellions broke out not long afterwards, and only after 
God brutally and drastically punished the offenders did the community return to order. For, once 
the act and attitude of rebellion becomes accepted in a body of God's people, the disease of 
dissension is difficult to cure.  I ncidents such as Numbers 14 are rarely isolated. 
 
Numbers 16 describes how an influential Levite named K orah, two prominent R eubenites named 
Dathan and Abiram, and large group of other well-known persons aroused a wave of dissension 
(16:1114).  Using a line always popular with rabble-rousers, they accused Moses of lording it 
over the people, and attempted to shift the blame onto Moses for the community's own silly 
refusal to enter the Promised Land.  They insolently refused even to talk to Moses, and matters 
could only be settled by means of a dramatic public confrontation (16:15-35).  God caused the 
earth to open and swallow up the ringleaders and most of their families, and then consumed with 
fire the 250 community leaders who came to lend support to the rebels.  Afterward, although 
Moses showed respect to the holy things the rebels had used, there was further grumbling among 
the ignorant populace, blaming Moses for the deaths that clearly came from God (16:36-41).  
Once again, Moses' own pleading saved the people from complete destruction, but God still sent 
a plague that killed many of them (16:42-50).  God then used Aaron's rod to give a miraculous 
proof that Aaron and Moses did indeed speak for him, unlike the rebels (17:1-10).  Only then did 
the people recover an awareness of the power that they were so freely challenging (17:11). 
 
The urge to rebel lives in every human heart, and humans can feel a thrill of excitement, even 
self-righteousness, when they revolt or attack authority.  And indeed, in worldly settings, 
resistance to misused human authority can sometimes be appropriate, if done in a godly way.  
But Christians must guard themselves most carefully against the fleshly tendency to view 
situations that we simply dislike as justifications for rebellion.  The great majority of church 
divisions, revolts, and factions occur over matters that, while of great emotional importance to 
humans, are utterly trivial to God.  H ard-headed, strong-willed believers might gain emotional 
satisfaction from jutting out their jaws and creating controversy regarding their personal agendas, 
but they look foolish to the godly, and they do far more harm to innocent bystanders, who simply 
want to worship God, than ever could be justified by the issues involved. 
 
Moses and Aaron were far from perfect, and leaders in the church today are even less so.  But 
they are all the same anointed of God, who freely and deliberately uses the most frail of humans.  
The New Testament reminds us to have an attitude of submissiveness towards our leaders - 
significantly, not because they are infallible, or even because they are less fallible than their 
followers, but because to do otherwise "would be of no advantage to you" (H ebrews 13:17).  At 
least, that is, if we consider the body of Jesus Christ more important than our own desires. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Thirteen: Lif e &  Obed ienc e G o On (Numbers 1 8 -1 9 ) 

 
Because of their rebellion, the generation of the E xodus lived aimlessly in the wilderness for 
nearly forty years, without permanent homes, without hope for itself.  Once they had rejected 
God's offer of the Promised Land, that generation had only one reason for existence: to prepare 
the way for a subsequent generation to enjoy the blessings they had foolishly refused for 
themselves.  Only after every adult had died who had rebelled against Moses, Aaron, Joshua, and 
Caleb would the community at last be allowed to enter Canaan.  We do not know what those 
I sraelites thought as they lived out their nearly meaningless lives.  We do not know whether they 
lived in sullen acceptance of the inevitable, or whether they drew solace from knowing that their 
children and grandchildren would at least benefit from their misfortunes.  We do know that God 
never ceased to work and to prepare for the future.  I n these two chapters, we see a very few of 
the ways that God worked during the long years of waiting, to nurture his people spiritually. 
 
There were no doubt many commands and events from the long stay in the wilderness that are 
not recorded for us.  The commands we find in Numbers 18 and 19 are all designed to sharpen 
the I sraelites' awareness of their identity as a chosen, sanctified people, and of the important 
aspects of their relationship with their God.  The Levitical priesthood was a crucial part of all 
this, and chapter 18 re-emphasiz es some of the vital principles first established in Leviticus.  God 
speaks to Aaron, driving home the responsibility that he and his descendants have for protecting 
the holiness of the sanctuary and other sacred things (18:1-7).  The intricate rituals of the 
priesthood were no empty ceremonies, but were important in teaching the people the distinction 
between holy and common, clean and unclean (Leviticus 10:10).  This is again emphasiz ed in the 
directions for offerings (18:8-32), as God carefully details which portions of sacrifices belong to 
him, and which are for the priests, who had no land or other means of support except the 
offerings.  Likewise, Christians must learn to distinguish what belongs to God from what is of 
this world (see Matthew 22:21).  Next, the Lord gave numerous commands about cleansing to 
Moses and Aaron (19:1-22).  The many, many laws about cleanness and uncleanness were by no 
means arbitrary, nor were they (as modern commentators often think) based on good hygiene 
alone.  While often of value in themselves, they also had the deeper purpose of developing in the 
I sraelites a constant awareness of the need to be "clean", the need to pull themselves out of the 
tainted, sinful world, if they wished God to use and bless them. 
 
Commands like these were heard and obeyed year after year by the I sraelites as they wandered in 
the desert.  E arlier, they had decided not to obey God, but they found that they could never really 
escape being subject to his will.  We also have the same choice - if we refuse to fulfill the plans 
God has for us, if we shrink back from the challenge, he will still use us to prepare the way for 
someone else.  We shall be part of his plans, willingly or unwillingly.  We ought to be willing 
servants, and thus enjoy his blessings as well as providing them for others. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Fourteen: The Sad  End  of  An Era (Numbers 2 0 ) 

 
I n Numbers 20, we pick up the story of the I sraelites as the long years of living in the wilderness 
are ending.  There are few details about those forty years, but now that it is nearly time for the 
new generation to enter the Promised Land, the final steps for their preparation are recounted 
carefully.  I n the latter portions of Numbers, there is excitement and hope in knowing that the 
time has come for everything to be fulfilled.  But there are also severe growing pains.  The last of 
the old generation needed to be purged, the new generation had to undergo additional training 
and discipline, and, saddest of all, God determined that Moses, Aaron, and Miriam - the three 
pillars of strength on whom I srael had leaned all these years - would not be able to enter the 
Promised Land with their people.  This becomes clear even as God begins the final tumultuous 
preparations for the new generation to enter Canaan. 
 
First, Miriam dies peacefully (20:1).  But then there is turmoil, as the community again begins to 
complain and quarrel (20:2-13).  Faced with a scarcity of water, the I sraelites once again 
reproached Moses and Aaron, and by implication reproached God, for taking them away from 
their "secure" position in E gypt.  (The recurrence of this biz arre longing for E gypt strongly 
suggests that the complaints are being led by the few remaining Jews from the older generation.)  
God directs Moses and Aaron to a rock, which is ready to give forth water as soon as they speak 
to it.  But the two brothers, burdened by the accumulated strain of combatting rebellion and 
grumbling for four decades, are not able to maintain their spiritual composure.  They become 
angry, reproach the I sraelites bitterly, and strike the rock contrary to God's instructions.  (I n 
E xodus 17, God had told them actually to strike a rock to produce water, but here he told them to 
speak only.)  Water comes forth, and the grumbling is quieted, but in the aftermath of the 
incident, God tells Moses and Aaron that because of it they will not be able to enter the Promised 
Land with the nation.  Aaron dies soon afterwards (20:22-29) and is succeeded as high priest by 
his son E leaz ar.  Moses led I srael until just before they entered Canaan, and was allowed to see 
the land from a hilltop before he died (Deuteronomy 34). 
 
The exact reason why Moses was prohibited by God from entering Canaan is the subject of 
frequent but fruitless debate.  I n verse 12, God says that Moses and Aaron "did not honor me as 
holy in the sight of the I sraelites".  Psalm 106:32-33 adds that "rash words came from Moses' 
lips".  Moses himself discusses the incident in several passages in Deuteronomy (Deuteronomy 
1:34-38, 3:21-28, 4:21-24, 32:48-52, and 34:1-12), but these likewise do not give an explanation 
of how, specifically, Moses "did not honor God as holy".  But in fact, further speculation is 
useless and counter-productive.  Let it be enough to know that all of us, whether a newly 
baptiz ed Christian or a man who has spent forty years leading God's people, must at all times 
honor God as holy.  And regardless of the details, God had determined that it was time for a new 
era.  God had already chosen and prepared Joshua, Caleb, and others to accept the 
responsibilities of spiritual leadership for the next stage in I srael's history. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Fif teen: Enc ounters With Surround ing Peopl es (Numbers 2 0 -2 1 ) 

 
E ven as their accustomed leaders began to pass from the scene, the I sraelites had to deal with a 
series of encounters with some of the pagan nations living near their future homeland.  Some of 
these ended peacefully, while others resulted in war.  To the younger I sraelites, who had lived 
most or all of their lives in isolation in the desert, the matter of dealing with other nations was a 
new one.  The only fighting or confrontation they had seen had been within their own camp.  
But, since this was the generation God had purposed to take into Canaan, they needed to learn 
how to deal with nations other than their own.  This first series of encounters helped them to 
learn how to fight, helped them to develop an awareness of God's presence in fighting for them, 
and above all it taught them to discern when to fight and when to make peace. 
 
There is nearly a war with E dom (the descendants of Jacob's brother E sau), when the suspicious 
E domites inhospitably refuse Moses' request to move through their land (20:14-21).  E dom was 
ready for war, but Moses knew that E dom was not part of the land God had given to I srael, and 
he led the people in a different direction instead of fighting.  But the next encounter did not end 
peaceably.  Shortly after Aaron died (see last week), the Canaanite king of Arad tried to ambush 
and attack the I sraelites (21:1-3).  This time I srael faced a nation whose land had been given to 
them, and they destroyed Arad after asking God for help.  Next, after a purging plague of 
venomous snakes (to be discussed next time), the I sraelites came to Moab (21:10-20).  The 
Moabites were descendants of Abraham's nephew Lot, and were an unbelieving nation, but their 
land had been given to them by God (see, for example, Deuteronomy 2:9).  Therefore, while 
moving past Moab, Moses makes sure that the passage is a peaceful one.  But then come two 
fierce and bloody conflicts: first with the Amorites of king Sihon (21:21-31) and then with 
Bashan and their king, Og (21:32-35).  God tells Moses that he has given both nations and their 
kings over to I srael, and God's people capture and destroy them both, taking their land. 
 
Note the variety of lessons that these incidents taught the generation of young I sraelites.  Most 
obviously, it helped transform them from a solitary, nomadic people of the desert into a nation of 
effective fighters.  The battles to come would be much more difficult, since the kingdoms in 
Canaan were large and stronger than those they faced on the way.  Therefore these early battles 
developed habits and awareness that they would need later.  Further, beyond the military and 
other practical lessons, it taught the people to rely on God.  I t was hard enough to learn to trust 
that God would meet their needs in the desert, and it would be an even bigger challenge to trust 
God in the midst of deadly battle.  Only by actually exposing them to these battles could they 
develop this measure of faith.  Finally, and perhaps most importantly, they learned when to fight 
and when to walk away from fighting.  They learned to take only what God gave them, and to 
fight only when God told them to. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Six teen: Final  Cl eansing Begins (Numbers 2 1 :4 -9 ) 

 
Numbers 20 and 21 describe the beginning of the final preparations for the I sraelites' entry into 
Canaan.  After a lengthy period of inactivity, there were several ways in which God acted 
quickly to complete the preparation of a new generation.  I n the past two weeks, we have 
discussed the change of leadership, as God prepared Joshua and others to succeed Moses, Aaron, 
and Miriam, and we have looked at the initial series of encounters with foreign nations that 
prepared the people for the many such confrontations that they would have in Canaan.  There 
was also a third major goal that needed to be met before God could allow his people to receive 
their inheritance: the purging of the old generation had to be completed.  Most of them had died 
in the 38 years of aimless wandering, but there were still some left that needed to be purged in 
order to fulfill God's vow that none of them would enter the Promised Land.  This was necessary 
both to fulfill God's word, and also to prevent them from dragging down the new generation with 
their ingratitude, lack of perspective, and constant complaining.  God did not love them any less 
than the younger generation.  H e had offered them the same blessings, and they declined them of 
their own free will.  God still loved them, but since he could not bless them as he had wished to, 
he made sure that they did not drag down the new generation as well. 
 
The final process of purging began with an incident that culminated in the well-known bronz e 
snake.  A new series of complaints and impatience, directed at both Moses and God, triggered an 
outbreak of poisonous snakes that caused many deaths.  R ealiz ing their sin, the people turned 
once again to Moses.  As so often happened, when they were disciplined they suddenly 
remembered him as their deliverer on so many prior occasions.  Through Moses, God directed 
them to make a snake of bronz e, which when placed on a pole would provide healing for those 
I sraelites who looked at it.  Thus was the plague of snakes headed off, but more purging would 
come later. 
 
Once again, we see the danger posed by the poison of complaining and rebellion, which this time 
is punished in an especially appropriate way.  And we see that the time does come when God 
must remove bad influences from among his people.  I n the church, our insecurity over the 
possibility of anyone leaving our congregation sometimes blinds us to the positive value of the 
pruning that God does.  Notice that, while Moses did not try to force the complainers to leave the 
camp, neither does he go out of his way to placate them.  I n the same way, we ought never 
deliberately to provoke others into leaving, but neither should their voluntary departure cause us 
to question our own beliefs or standing with God.  God must frequently prune the vine, to keep it 
healthy, and our part, as Jesus said, is simply to remain in the vine ourselves. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Sev enteen: Moab's Fear (Numbers 2 2 :1 -2 0 ) 

 
As the I sraelites began their final approach to the Promised Land, many of the peoples in and 
around Canaan began to dread their coming.  Their fear was so great that Balak, the king of 
Moab, decided that mere military preparations were not enough.  The king sent for Balaam 
(22:1-8), a self-styled prophet who was apparently known for his readiness to produce 
prophecies on demand as long as the price was right, and the king asks this prophet-for-hire to 
curse the I sraelites.  This arrangement would soon lead to tumultuous consequences for all 
involved, but here in this immediate passage there are some more subtle lessons worth noticing. 
 
The fear in Moab and other peoples in the area is very interesting, in light of the I sraelites' own 
terror, years before, when told by God to enter the land and take it.  I n our fear and insecurity, we 
often forget that our spiritual opponents have even more reason to fear, since they do not have 
the living God on their side.  General Ulysses S. Grant recounted in his memoirs an incident 
early in his career that prepared him for countless victories later.  H aving been ordered to capture 
a particular Confederate fort, Grant advanced his men much more slowly than necessary, 
because he was afraid of the coming clash with the enemy.  But when he reached the fort, there 
were no defenders there - they had heard of his advance and fled, being even more afraid of him 
than he was of them.  Because he had at least overcome his fear to the extent of going where he 
was ordered, he won an easy victory.  So too, we are told to "resist the devil, and he will flee 
from you" (James 4:7).  Sometimes all it takes is a refusal to give in to sin or fear, and the battle 
is suddenly won.  At other times, we must stand and fight a determined opponent, but in that case 
too, fear only makes defeat more likely. 
 
K ing Balak's dealings with the mercenary but clever Balaam are spread out over the next few 
chapters of Numbers.  Balaam is an interesting character - knowledgeable but self-interested, 
spiritually aware and yet inconsistent in his faithfulness to the truth.  I n reading over this 
account, it is not always clear whether God approved or disapproved of each of Balaam's actions.  
E ventually, Balaam was destroyed by his faithlessness, but he also showed great reluctance at 
times to fulfill the ungodly expectations that Balak had of him.  Balaam is a good case study for 
us, because we so often find ourselves in the situation described here (verses 9-20): his self-
interest conflicted with God's will.  Although Balaam several times resisted temptation (chapters 
23-24), he was ultimately destroyed (Numbers 31).  While part of him was always aware of the 
truth, he still found Balak's worldly enticements tempting, and could never rid himself of the 
desire to act for worldly profit. 
 
We shall continue with the account of Balaam next week. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Eighteen: Bal aam &  His Donkey (Numbers 2 2 :2 1 -4 1 ) 

 
After Balaam received an offer from the king of Moab, who wanted the prophet to curse the 
I sraelites, Balaam faced a decision.  H e was essentially a prophet-for-hire, willing to proclaim a 
favorable message as long as he was rewarded for it, and so he would have liked to cash in on 
the Moabite king's fear of the I sraelites.  At the same time, he really could hear God, and God 
spoke to Balaam several times with a clear message.  I n the famous story of Balaam and his 
donkey, we see Balaam's headstrong desire to serve himself collide with God's desire to 
communicate the truth to the wayward prophet.  The story is thus, in a sense, a parallel for the 
struggle between our soul, which longs for God, and our flesh, which longs to please itself. 
 
(Note: although the Numbers narratives are often unclear as to exactly what Balaam's priorities 
and motives were, and while they show that he sometimes did the right thing, Balaam is strongly 
and unequivocally condemned in New Testament books such as 2 Peter and Jude for his greed 
and his selfish motivation.) 
 
As Balaam sets out, God uses his donkey, a humble beast of burden, to convict the prophet of his 
error.  When God's angel blocks Balaam's path, the donkey goes off the road and into a field, 
only to be beaten by her impatient master (22:21-23).  Soon afterwards, when the angel again 
blocks the road at a narrow passageway, the donkey presses to the side to avoid the angel, only to 
receive another beating (22:24-25).  When the angel blocks the way for a third time, the animal 
simply sits down, receives a third beating, and then opens its mouth to reprove Balaam (22:26-
28).  Balaam not only is so determined to go his own way that he has allowed an animal to have 
greater powers of perception than him, but he is also so consumed by insensate passion that, 
rather than being astounded that an animal has spoken to him, he simply pours out more rage 
(verse 29), only to be at last persuaded by reason from the donkey, and then from the angel 
(22:30-35).  Balaam is finally sent on his way after having been severely humbled (22:36-41). 
 
Like Balaam, we often set out on a stubborn, prideful course, thinking that we know how to run 
our own lives better than God does.  As God did for Balaam, he will send us numerous patient 
reminders and hints that we are going the wrong way.  But like Balaam, we so often become 
aggravated and frustrated with God's communications, rather than being grateful for them.  We 
must learnt to accept hardships and discipline for their valuable spiritual nourishment (see, for 
example, H ebrews 12:4-13).  There may even be other persons in our lives who, like this donkey, 
must bear with our impatience and our slowness to learn.  We ought to learn to open our eyes 
voluntarily, and to develop a spiritual perspective on our lives before a crisis comes.  Such a 
decision would have saved Balaam a great deal of frustration and confusion, and making such a 
decision in our lives will make it much easier for God to communicate with us. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Nineteen: Bal aam's Orac l es (Numbers 2 3-2 4 ) 

 
After God used a donkey and an angel to humble him, Balaam set out to meet with the Moabite 
king Balak.  Because the king feared that God's people might take over his land, he wanted to 
hire the prophet to pronounce curses on the I sraelites.  The king offers a sacrifice, only to hear 
Balaam bless I srael instead of cursing it (23:1-12).  Angered, the king tries again to buy the 
message he wants to hear, but again Balaam pronounces an oracle of blessing given to him by 
God (23:13-26).  The king tries a third time, with the same results (23:27-24:14), and then gives 
up in frustration.  That does not stop Balaam from pronouncing yet a fourth oracle about I srael's 
strength and coming victory (24:15-19), along with some added messages about surrounding 
nations (24:20-25). 
 
The king found that no amount of money or sacrifice could change the truth.  And Balaam, even 
though (as discussed earlier) eager to turn prophecy into profit, found that he could not suppress 
the truths that God had revealed to him, even if it did not serve his own selfish good.  For even 
the most hardened persons know in their hearts that the truth cannot be changed.  H umans may 
rail against the truth, they may invent biz arre rationaliz ations or seemingly sophisticated theories 
to deny the truth, they may openly resist and rebel against the truth.  But no one can change the 
truth of God and his Word - not with anger, not with money, not with phony logic, not even with 
good deeds or "sincerity".  And deep inside us, we all know that - which is why those humans 
who try so hard to resist or deny the truth often end up being miserable.  And those who are not 
openly miserable live their lives in constant insecurity, feeling a need to over-react with surges of 
emotion whenever someone tries, however gently, to point out the truth to them. 
 
Further, Balaam's experience warns us that it is not enough to submit to the truth grudgingly, to 
go along with it in spite of ourselves while secretly hoping that God or the truth will change.  
That is what Balaam did many times in the Numbers narratives about him, and while he did end 
up doing the right thing at times because of it, in the end he was destroyed.  Numbers 31:8 tells 
us that he was killed at God's command, along with other enemies of the truth, and in the New 
Testament he is always used as an illustration of deception and of sinful, selfish greed.  Because 
he knew the truth, but never really rejoiced in it or appreciated it, he could never overcome his 
sinful nature. 
 
We must learn to rejoice in God's truth, and to help one another to do the same.  There are many, 
many things in the Scriptures that our flesh does not like and will not like.  God expects this, and 
does not condemn us for it.  But he does expect us to rise above our flesh, through the wisdom of 
his Word and the power of his Spirit. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twenty: Sed uc ed  By the Worl d  (Numbers 2 5) 

 
The king of Moab tried time after time to persuade the prophet Balaam to curse I srael, and thus 
to relieve Moab of the fear that the I sraelites would take their land.  H is attempts failed, but all 
the while there was a much simpler, and more devastatingly effective, means of combatting the 
people of God.  The Moabites turned to a most basic, but highly effective, method of turning 
others away from God: fleshly desire.  The women of Moab lured the men of I srael into sexual 
immorality, causing them to commit grievous sins against God and against their I sraelite sisters.  
And yet there was an even more insidious effect than the immorality itself: through their 
infatuation with these pagan women, the men of I srael were quickly led into worship of the 
Moabites' idols (25:1-3).  God burned with anger against his people for their foolish and 
unnecessary betrayal of him (25:4-5), and it was only after bloodshed and deadly plague that 
God's people were cleansed of their sin (25:6-17).  This disturbing episode should warn us on at 
least two different levels. 
 
Most obviously, this incident is a graphic illustration of the lethal power of sexual desire.  I t is 
one of Satan's crudest, but most effective, weapons against those whom he hates.  Physical desire 
causes humans to lose all sense of justice, love, consideration, responsibility, and self-respect.  I f 
indulged, it destroys our judgment, negates our wisdom, and quickly ruins reputations and 
relationships - most devastatingly, our relationship with God.  While it is true that some 
extremist believers over-react, and advocate an unnecessary degree of physical self-denial, this 
does not in the least justify any self-indulgence or rationaliz ation when it comes to the Scripture's 
urgings to curb our physical desires.  And while our bodies are indeed a gift from God, they 
must, like all earthly blessings, be used responsibly and with restraint.  Abusing God's gifts is 
both foolish and ungrateful.  Put simply, any human to whom physical pleasure is a higher 
priority than spiritual growth is less spiritual than an animal, because animals learn to mate only 
in season and only as God designed them to do. 
 
But even beyond the specific sins committed by I srael in this sordid episode, we see how quickly 
we can be led astray by the world, and in particular when we try too hard to be friends with the 
world.  "Anyone who chooses to be a friend of the world becomes an enemy of God" (James 
4:4).  The moment we begin to care more about the world's opinions than we care about the 
world's needs, we become slaves to the world's perspectives.  Our calling is not to make the 
world like us, or to see what we can get from the world, but to reflect God's light and love to the 
world, so that some of them might come out of the darkness and be saved.  When we allow the 
world to seduce us, when we adopt their values out of insecurity or desire, we do a grave 
disservice not only to ourselves but also to them. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twenty-One: The Sec ond  Census (Numbers 2 6) 

 
After a series of tumultuous events, we come once more to a section of Numbers containing 
detailed information that seems at first glance to have little spiritual importance.  Chapter 26 
contains the second census of the I sraelite community taken by Moses, "as the Lord 
commanded" (verse 4).  I n style and content, it is similar to, and in some respects more detailed 
than, the first census described in chapters 1 (for the 11 tribes) and 3 (for the Levites).  E arlier, 
we remarked on three specific reasons why the H oly Spirit recorded the details of these censuses, 
to be read by believers over 3000 years later.  This new census illustrates these as well as some 
points of its own. 
 
There are at least three major reasons why these census records are preserved in such detail in 
the Bible.  First, they demonstrate the siz e of the community that God led through the desert.  
The vast siz e gives us an idea of the power of God, and also of his patience in meeting their 
needs amidst so much grumbling.  Then, the naming of specific families and their heads reminds 
us that the events of the Old Testament were real happenings involving real humans.  These are 
historical records, and events in these lives so many centuries ago still have spiritual relevance.  
This not only can strengthen our faith, by reminding us of the truth and reliability of the 
Scriptures, it also can remind us of the far-reaching impact that human lives and ministries can 
have when God is allowed to lead and reign.  Finally, these records show us that God's promises 
were passed on to, and fulfilled for, each successive generation of his people.  God's promises to 
Abraham were inherited by I saac, then by Jacob, then by Jacob's children, and so on through 
each new generation.  And in Christ we also inherit these very same promises, which are fulfilled 
for us through Jesus in a deeper and more powerful way, just as God promised Abraham so long 
ago, "all peoples on earth will be blessed through you" (Genesis 12:3). 
 
This last point is especially important in view of the I sraelites' rebellion, and God's decision to 
prohibit the E xodus generation from entering the Promised Land.  H e had to wait for all the 
adults of that generation (except for Joshua and Caleb) to die.  As we have seen, on several 
occasions hundreds or thousands died in a variety of calamities.  And yet, not only did the 
second census show that the new generation was the same siz e as the old one, it also showed that 
each tribe and each clan still left a healthy posterity to enjoy the Promised Land and to inherit all 
of God's promises.  E ven the rebel K orah, we are assured, had surviving descendants (verses 10-
11).  This is a great testimony to God's tremendous power, in caring and providing for such a 
large community through so many upheavals, and it also testifies to his great love and devotion 
to his people, in remaining faithful to them no matter what happened. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twenty-Two: Pl anning For the Future (Numbers 2 7 ) 

 
The second census in Numbers 26 is a dividing point in the book.  To this point, we have seen 
God carry the old, dying generation along as he patiently laid the groundwork for the future.  
There were many tumultuous events and crises, many of which caused God's people to fail 
miserably in their faith.  But now the time has come for God to try once again to bring his people 
into Canaan, and most of the remaining chapters of Numbers describe events that are more 
peaceful and forward-looking.  Problems do arise, but are dealt with quickly and victoriously.  
H ere in chapter 27, we see two decisions holding great significance for the future. 
 
The first decision, and by far the less familiar one to today's readers, concerned inheritance laws 
for women, based on a case involving the daughters of a man named Zelophehad (27:1-11).  The 
problem was a simple one: their father had died with no male heir, and his inheritance stood to 
be lost forever to his descendants.  I t is important to acknowledge the faith of these five women: 
in the desert there was no land to inherit anyway!   The only importance of their father's 
inheritance rested on the understood fact that, when the Promised Land was taken, each tribe, 
clan, and family would receive a share.  These women regarded the taking of Canaan as a 
certainty, and thus did not wait until it actually occurred before putting forth their claim.  I n this 
respect, they were probably unlike their father, who was part of the older generation that died in 
the desert.  Now, as we mentioned last time, the preservation of each family line was important 
to God, because it demonstrated his absolute faithfulness to his promises.  And so, through 
Moses, God decides that in situations such as Zelophehad's, female descendants should inherit 
his land, to keep it in his family.  This dealt with the question for the time, although a new aspect 
of the situation arose later, one which we shall see and discuss in Numbers 36. 
 
The last part of the chapter is much more familiar ground for us.  With Moses preparing to pass 
away from this earth, the faithful and courageous Joshua was named to lead the I sraelites after 
Moses' departure (27:12-23).  Moses himself, knowing that he would not be permitted to enter 
Canaan, asked God to provide leadership, "so the Lord's people will not be like sheep without a 
shepherd" (verse 17).  The humble Moses, though crushingly disappointed that he could not go 
into the Promised Land himself, still was concerned foremost with the welfare of God's people.  
And so Joshua, who for so many years had been a beacon of strength and faith amidst the 
darkness of complaining and rebellion, was presented to the community and commissioned by 
E leaz ar, who himself was Aaron's son and successor.  The attitudes of both Moses and Joshua 
are worthy of emulation.  One humbly accepted it when the time had come for him to leave and 
another to take over his responsibilities; the other served faithfully for many years before the 
time came at last for him to take the lead in calling the people to follow God's will. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twenty-Three: Of f erings &  Hol y Days (Numbers 2 8 -2 9 ) 

 
Beginning with the second census (Numbers 26), the era of waiting and purging had ended, and 
final preparations for entering the Promised Land began.  I n chapter 27 (last week), God directed 
the community on dealing with an important question regarding the handling of their future 
inheritances, and he also appointed in their presence a successor to Moses.  I n the next two 
chapters, God teaches through Moses a series of lessons on offerings and holy days, two 
fundamental aspects of worship in the Levitical system.  Though these offerings and holy days 
were already well established, it was necessary for the new generation fully to understand their 
purpose, and to learn faithfully to observe them.  We have discussed these topics at great length 
in earlier studies on Leviticus and Deuteronomy, so we shall not cover these chapters in detail, 
but rather shall take note of some of the overall lessons and implications in these chapters. 
 
The system of regular offerings that the ancient Jews practiced served a number of purposes, but 
most of all it was a constant reminder that everything they had came from the hand of God.  God 
had no need of the animals and grain that they burned on the altar, but he knew it was a vital part 
of their relationship with him to make these sacrifices, to show that they could give back to him 
things that could have been useful to themselves.  The daily offerings performed each morning 
and evening by the priests (28:1-8) also provided a constant reminder of God's presence.  I t was 
a simple habit but a powerful reminder, and we also would do well to remind ourselves of God's 
presence on a regular basis.  The Sabbath offerings (28:9-10) and the first of the month offerings 
(28:11-15) also reminded the people of God's leadership and of his care for them over time. 
 
The holy days that are described next each had a particular purpose, and as a whole they also 
gave the people a constant reminder of the ongoing cycle of their lives and of the history of 
God's people.  By celebrating the same holidays in the same way each year, they were reminded 
that they were part of something greater than themselves, and even greater than the entire nation 
as they knew it in their lifetimes.  The Passover (28:16-25) was a particularly important 
memorial, recalling the way that God scourged the E gyptians but rescued his own people.  Later 
generations could find in the Passover celebration their own connection with the historical event 
and with the important principles about God that it taught.  The Passover was followed by the 
Feast of Weeks (28:26-31), celebrating God's provision of the harvest.  The fall cycle of holidays 
began with the Feast of Trumpets (29:1-6) and the Day of Atonement (29:7-11).  These had a 
solemn tone meant to focus the people's awareness on the contrast between their weakness and 
sin and God's power, perfection, and grace.  The Feast of Tabernacles (29:12-40) was meant to 
remind the people of their humble wandering in the desert, contrasted with their coming blessing 
in the Promised Land.  Notice how Numbers describes in almost repetitive detail the exact 
sacrifices to be made each day.  This holiday (and the others) not only taught the people 
important spiritual principles, it also nurtured in them an obedient faith. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twenty-Four: V ows (Numbers 30 ) 

 
Numbers 30 and other Old Testament passages describe at length God's teachings about vows.  
To many contemporary believers, the concept of a "vow" seems old-fashioned.  And yet, it is 
quite common for both Christians and unbelievers to make vows to God, especially when in 
danger.  God has been promised a lot of things in moments of human fear, and most of those 
promises have been quickly retracted as soon as the fear passed.  The Scriptures tell us to take 
seriously our vows to God, both as they affect us and as they affect others.  And beyond the 
specific promises that we often make to God, it is important for Christians to remember the more 
comprehensive vows they made when responding to the gospel.  These are lifelong vows that we 
must honor always. 
 
Moses here re-iterates what is also said in other Scriptures: "When a man makes a vow to the 
Lord ... he must not break his word but must do everything he said" (30:1-2).  All promises are 
easy to make but harder to fulfill, yet God wants us to learn to take our promises seriously.  H e 
himself has made some extraordinary promises, both to individuals and to humanity as a whole, 
and he has yet to break any of them.  God's Word can always be trusted, and he wishes us to 
become a people whose word can also be trusted.  We all know how frustrating it is when other 
persons commit to something or promise something, only to back out later.  The more we trusted 
their word, the worse it is for us in dealing with the consequences.  We ought never to do that to 
each other, and much less ought we do it to God.   
 
And yet, God does know how easy it is for us rashly to promise him something, and much of this 
chapter deals with how to handle certain specific instances of this (30:3-16).  Moses describes 
the choices available to a father whose daughter has rashly vowed something, and how a husband 
should handle a careless vow made by a young wife.  Note that, even in allowing some flexibility 
in such situations, God expects someone to take responsibility.  The father or husband is allowed 
to take responsibility either for fulfilling or cancelling the vow, but if he does nothing, God will 
not consider anyone released from the vow. 
 
More important than any vows applying to certain circumstances are the vows we made to God 
when we became Christians.  We vowed our lives, bodies, hearts, souls, strength, and minds to 
God for the rest of our existence.  "Or don't you know that all of us who were baptiz ed into 
Christ Jesus were baptiz ed into his death?   We were therefore buried with him through baptism 
into death in order that, just as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, 
we too may live a new life" (R omans 6:3-4).  Our old selves have died, and our new lives belong 
to God.  We ought always to honor God with all that we have vowed to him. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twenty-Fiv e: War Against Mid ian (Numbers 31 ) 

 
When God promised Canaan to I srael as their Promised Land, he also gave them the 
responsibility for defeating the pagan peoples living in and around Canaan, both as part of taking 
the land and as a necessary part of keeping themselves pure.  The Midianites lived not far from 
Canaan, and were a source of significant distraction and temptation.  They were deeply involved 
in the infamous incidents described in Numbers 25, when sexual immorality and temptation 
almost destroyed the I sraelites.  The time has now come for I srael to defeat them once and for 
all.  These occasional destructions of enemy nations often confuse or even dismay readers of the 
Bible, and yet they were part of God's plans.  For Christians, we should not expect to find literal 
parallels to our experiences, but rather should adopt similar attitudes in the more spiritual forms 
of 'war' that we must fight against sin and Satan, which play out in our lives in a fashion much 
less spectacular, but just as important. 
 
After God gave his instructions through Moses (31:1-2), the people gathered an army that went 
to battle against Midian, destroying their kings, their army, and I srael's old adversary Balaam, 
the prophet-for-hire so popular among I srael's pagan neighbors (31:3-8).  The rest of the 
Midianites and their goods were captured (31:9-12).  Moses relayed God's drastic instructions on 
what was to be destroyed and what could be saved (31:13-24), after which the lawful portion of 
the spoils was divided appropriately (31:25-54).  We are often startled at the ferocity with which 
God asked his people to treat certain pagan nations, but he knew most of these unbelieving 
peoples were blatant idolaters, who reveled in all forms of immorality and who celebrated 
brutality.  E ven their so-called religious practices included abominations like human sacrifice, 
ritualiz ed immorality, drunken orgies, blasphemous chanting, and the like (note that not all of 
these apply specifically to the Midianites).  Not only had these peoples rejected any chance of 
mercy, they also formed a formidable spiritual threat to the young nation of I srael.  Y ears later, 
the surviving portions of these nations were the main source of I srael's apostasy and eventual 
downfall.  Moreover, God could not maintain his holy presence amongst his people if they were 
in close proximity to such rampant uncleanness. 
 
From a Christian perspective, even more important than understanding God's reasons behind his 
commands to I srael is our understanding of the threat posed to us by godless influences.  While 
we certainly should not take up the sword, we must have the same type of uncompromising 
attitude, being resistant to the most seductive of worldly attractions, in order both to escape 
spiritual death ourselves and to be able to help those unbelievers who do want to escape the 
darkness of this world.  We do not need to harm unbelievers in any way - we merely need to see 
that they do not harm us spiritually. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twenty-Six : The First Al l otments of  Land  (Numbers 32 ) 

 
By this time, the I sraelites had conquered a considerable number of enemies and a considerable 
amount of land.  This land would now be given to some of the tribes as their inheritance, but 
since it was not part of the actual Promised Land of Canaan, it caused a severe misunderstanding 
at first.  The matter was resolved when the tribes desiring the Transjordan territory agreed first to 
help the others complete the conquest of Canaan itself.  The incident thus became a positive and 
instructive example of a people working together to obey God and enjoy his blessings. 
 
The tribes of R euben and Gad saw that the lands east of the Jordan, recently won in battle, would 
be ideal for their livestock, and requested it as their inheritance (32:1-5; they would be joined 
later by many members of Manasseh).  Moses at first misunderstands, and is angry with them, 
thinking that they want to weasel out of the job of conquering Canaan along with the other tribes 
(32:6-15).  But they are ready to leave their women, children, and animals behind, with their 
fighting men joining in the battle for Canaan (32:16-19).  Moses agrees to this, spelling out 
specific conditions and warning them of the consequences of breaking their promise (32:20-30).  
The Transjordan tribes then accept their land, build fortifications, and make preparations in 
anticipation of leaving it behind while they fulfill their responsibilities to the nation (32:31-42). 
 
Moses' initial reaction of suspicion and anger was understandable, in view of all the selfish and 
short-sighted behavior that he had observed for so many years.  And yet, he was wrong in his 
distrust of them.  So too, we ought to try not to be distrustful of our brothers and sisters in the 
Lord, even if we are conscious of all the mistakes our fellow believers have made over the years.  
Because other Christians may struggle to fulfill their responsibilities, because in some area of 
ministry they may not measure up to our own accomplishments, because they have habits or 
perspectives somewhat different from our own, none of this means that they are slackers trying 
to abuse God's grace, nor does it necessarily warrant criticiz ing them or withholding 
encouragement or approval from them.  While there are indeed some who abuse the grace of 
God and turn it in to a license for immorality (as Jude said), there are many more honest and 
sincere Christians who simply must fight every moment against their flesh in order to enjoy the 
smallest spiritual growth.  We ought to trust that each of our brothers and sisters is with us, and 
is ready to fight by our side, until and unless they give us a clear reason not to think so. 
 
This incident is also a call to us to work together even when not all of us have something to gain.  
The R eubenites and the Gadites went to war with their brothers, and many of them fell in Canaan 
fighting for something of no direct interest to themselves.  And we ought to be ready to 
participate in ministries in the church even when we do not stand to gain recognition, advantage, 
or other benefit for ourselves, simply because we see the way that God wants to use those 
ministries to bless others who ought to be dear to us. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twenty-Sev en: G eography Lessons (Numbers 33-34 ) 

 
These next two chapters of Numbers are another example of the kind of Old Testament passage 
whose importance is so often denigrated by those with short attention spans and a lack of 
appreciation for the past.  Chapter 33 consists almost entirely of a list of places where the 
I sraelites stopped on their way from E gypt to Canaan, while chapter 34 has another geography 
lesson plus a list of tribal leaders.  While neither seems at first to offer gripping reading, these 
details not only continue the practice of verifying the factuality of these events, but when 
considered carefully, they also teach us some important spiritual lessons. 
 
Most of chapter 33 consists of a simple list of the stages in the I sraelites' journey from E gypt to 
Canaan (33:1-49).  Many of the locations are not mentioned anywhere else, in the Bible or 
elsewhere.  And yet, even beyond the usual purposes that these geographical and genealogical 
details serve in the Old Testament, this list teaches at least two important lessons.  Most 
basically, it shows the practical fulfillment of the way that God led the people (see, for example, 
in Numbers 9:15-23) to show them where they were to go.  God's guidance and direction took 
them places they had never seen.  E ven the recording of the list itself was done "at the Lord's 
command" (verse 2).  There is also an even more interesting aspect of this itinerary.  There is 
great detail in the stages of the first two years of their journey, before the rebellion that led to 
God's decision to bar the first generation from the Promised Land.  And there is again much 
detail on the last few months, when the new generation made the final preparations for and 
approach to Canaan.  But for the 38-year period that they spent aimlessly in the desert, there is 
nothing at all!   This period would be between verses 36 and 37 in the itinerary; during this time 
the people either stayed very close to K adesh or, as many researchers think, journeyed in a cycle 
of short trips, ending up back at K adesh periodically.  There is a spiritual lesson in this omission 
of detail: because of their stubborn, self-willed disobedience, their lives had truly become 
without hope or real purpose, with nothing edifying enough to be worth recording.  I t is a 
warning to those today who are tempted to reject the direction God has given them, thinking that 
they can accomplish just as much by their own methods. 
 
Since the time was near for the allocation of land in Canaan, Moses gives instructions on taking 
it and dividing it up (33:50-56), and then God delineates the exact boundaries of their inheritance 
(34:1-12).  Moses then gives some additional instructions on the division, and appoints specific 
leaders of each tribe for the purpose of carrying them out (34:13-29).  Notice how specific God is 
in describing what he is giving them.  God is just as specific with us, in enumerating the spiritual 
blessings we have in Christ Jesus, which are so much more glorious, valuable, and useful than 
being given a physical piece of land.  And just as God asked I srael to share the land and divide it 
in an orderly and fair way, so also he wants us to share these spiritual blessings with each other 
and with those around us.  This should be so much easier for Christians, since God's grace and 
love, unlike land, are available in unlimited supply. 
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AT THE LORD'S COMMAND: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF NUMBERS 

 
Week Twenty-Eight: Some Last Preparations (Numbers 35-36) 

 
The book of Numbers ends with a series of detailed instructions on how to handle a variety of 
certain kinds of legal situations that will arise when the people take possession of the Promised 
Land.  At first it may seem like an odd collection with which to end the book, until we recall that 
Numbers is followed immediately by Deuteronomy, with its detailed review of the principles of 
the law.  So, here in Numbers 35-36, it is mostly a question of tying up some loose ends in the 
arrangements God has made for the people to receive and divide up their inheritance. 
 
Unlike the other tribes, the Levites would receive no allotment of land in Canaan, because their 
ministry would be needed in the midst of all the other tribes.  So instead, God directed that towns 
be reserved for them from within the territory of each tribe (35:1-5; see also Joshua 21 for how 
these instructions were fulfilled).  Some of these towns were to be designated as cities of refuge 
(35:6-8).  This was to protect those persons who, without ill intent, had killed someone and 
feared vengeance from the dead person's family - by law, such persons would be protected in 
these specific cities (35:9-15).  Since this protection could easily be abused, God spells out a 
detailed set of criteria to use in handling refuge status (35:16-34).  Finally, another question of 
inheritance procedure is raised by Zelophehad's daughters, whom we have seen before in 
Numbers 27.  The earlier decision concerning their case had enabled women like these five to 
receive their inheritance in the absence of other male heirs, but that decision also raised new 
questions, and now God gives instructions on how to prevent a woman's inheritance from 
passing to a different tribe when she marries (36:1-13). 
 
All of these directives have spiritual parallels in the New Covenant.  The Levites were the priests 
under the Old Covenant, while every Christian is a priest under the New.  And as God provided 
for the Levites's physical needs, so also he provides for our needs, both spiritual and physical.  
Then, just as God was concerned for the safety of those who committed unintentional harm, so 
too we are given an unlimited measure of grace to cover our sins, and in return are asked to 
forgive those who hurt us, even to the degree of Jesus saying on the cross "forgive them, for they 
know not what they are doing".  Finally, just as God took steps to preserve the inheritance of 
Zelophehad's daughters, so we can be certain that he will keep our eternal inheritance safe; none 
of us will miss out. 
 
When these kinds of situations arose in the Old Covenant, God generally provided detailed 
instructions on how to handle them.  But in the New Covenant, faith comes more to the forefront.  
There are many important situations that arise in the Christian life and ministry for which no 
exact parallel is found in Scripture.  But we can always know that God has the wisdom to guide 
us, and has the love to tell us.  We only need to have the prayerful faith to seek him, and the 
readiness to do as he commands, and we can be sure of living in his loving care always. 
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